Keep Your Schoolyard Bright & Beautiful!

DPS will provide all the Paint & Tools
Your FM can help you contact DPS Grounds.

4 people + 3 hours = 4 Tetherball Courts
20 people + 6 hours = Your Entire Schoolyard

Where to Begin = Color Scheme & Supplies

COLOR CHOICE
DPS Grounds provides a standard set of 6 colors plus white for the 4” outline. Each color will be in a 5 gallon bucket.

COVERAGE / QUANTITIES
Each Tetherball or Foursquare Court = 2 gallons of paint
Foursquare Court = 15’x15’ (225 sq.ft.)

TOOLS / PAINT
Contact DPS Grounds to confirm your work day.
Coordinate with your school’s FM regarding an outdoor water source for pressure washing and utility closets for cleaning brushes on your work day.

PREPARATION - Pressure washing is important so your work will last.
For best results, pressure washing should be done the day before.

3 Weeks Before - Schedule Paint & Tool Delivery with DPS
After confirming tools, round up volunteers or students

Day Before - Confirm Color Scheme & Paint Quantities
Pressure Wash the areas to be painted

Day of - Arrive early. Communicate Color Scheme. Have Fun!!

PAINTING TIPS:
• USE DROP CLOTHS at paint stations (with rags for spills).
• Don’t Paint Yourself In! Work from one side to the other or center out.
• Large Areas 1st - Pour paint into the center, then spread with rollers.
• Long handles for rollers can prevent back aches.
• Keep brushes and rollers with their colors to limit clean-up later.
• Provide buckets of water to place brushes in when not in use.
• Add Numbers, Letters & White Outlines last after all other paint is dry.